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The HEMF and the BES- from Conception to Ensoulment 

The thrilling connection made between the ancient, stable Blended Energies 

System with the young Human Electromagnetic Field happens during ensoulment. The 

pregnant mother’s body nurtures the forming bio layer of the baby and around it 

develops an electromagnetic field. This continues to evolve as the baby grows to full 

term.  

Meanwhile, the larger Human Energy Structure of the baby is clinging to the 

edge of the mother’s body. At first the HES floats around the structure of the mother 

unattached but them somewhere around the 5th week of gestation it attaches to a 

permanent spot. From this secure location the fully developed subtle structure transmits 

via a silver (sometimes golden) umbilical conduit vital formative data complete with 

karmic insights and lessons still needed to be learned by the individuated soul.  

This entire karmic process is directed by the four aspects of the authentic self 

and begins at the moment of conception. It continues through birth. If there is a complex 

birth the aspects may wait to ensoul while the baby spends time in an incubator or a 

hospital crib continuing to develop. In these cases the HES detaches from the mother 

during birth and attaches to the outside of the incubator until the little body is strong 

enough to make the energetic connection with the larger Human Energy Structure.     

Ensoulment is the process of connecting the bio layer to the soul structure. The 

major chakras extend their connectors from the interior of the core sheath out through 

the supporting caduceus and into the bio layer to hook up where they stabilize the baby 

and bring them into connection with their entire structure. When this occurs the HEMF 

of the baby aligns with the HES and begins to deliver the messages of the major 

chakras into the world through their new reflective chakras.  

These 10 r-chakras form out of two spinning vortices that emerge out of the point 

of connection on on either side of the chakra at the front and the back of the major 

chakra array. Four separate wheels of light burst forth at the instant of subtle/material 

connection and accomplish ensoulment. Two on the front and tow on the back of the 

chakra. They curve toward each other like dual cornucopias with one settling behind the 
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other so that they appear to be like spinning rosettes. Each vortex is spinning a different 

direction giving the r-chakra a rose like shape. The vortices then move out in a funnel- 

like expansion into the universal. They are immediately expressing the gift of the major 

chakra beneath them and making the voice of the baby know and heard.  

There are no r-chakras related to the star in the spiritual layer, divine gate or chi 

pool who are both in the soul layer as these chakras are all outside of the body of the 

HEMF.  Reflective chakras act as a delivery system for the message of the major 

chakra into the material world during a physical life and only exist within the Human 

Electromagnetic Field. These r-chakras have a shorter life span than the major chakras 

because they are dependent on the relationship between the bio layer/HEMF and the 

subtle anatomy to exist. But they are vital in the action of bringing forth the soul’s 

purpose into the material world. 
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